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     Object and light colours 

 
Experiment 1a:  Mixing object colours 
 
Materials:  

- 1 test tube rack 
- 5 test tubes marked with  

numbers 
- 1 pipette 
- water bottles filled with  

three different colours (green, red, blue) 
made out of pulverised watercolours or water with 
crepe paper 

 

What you have to do:  

Put 5 test tubes in the test tube rack.  
Put one pipette filling of red colour into each test tube. 
Put two drops of blue colour into the first tube, then 4 drops in the next one.  
Put as much blue colour into the tubes as written on each tube. 
 

What can you observe?  
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Solution:  Experiment 1a:  Mixing object colours  
 
When you mix red and blue you get purple. 
The more drops of blue colour the darker the purple gets.  
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Experiment 1b:  Mixing object colours 
 
Materials:  

- 1 test tube rack 
- 4 test tubes 

(3 tubes with a mark, 1 glass without) 
- water bottles filled with three colours  

(green, red, blue) 
- 1 wooden skewer 

 

What you have to do:  
Put the test tubes in the rack.  
Fill one of each colour into the first three test tubes until the 
mark. 
Pour the contents of the three test tubes into the fouth one  
and mix the solution with the wooden skewer. 
 
What can you observe? 
Formulate a rule for both experiments.  (1a and 1b)  
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Solution:  Experiment 1b:  Mixing object colours 
 
When you mix the colours red, blue and green then you 
get a much dark colour. 
 
If you mix all the colours of a water colour box  
the result will be very dark, nearly black.  
 
You take (subtract) all the lightness out of the mixture. 
That’s why it’s also called a subtractive colour mix.  
  
 
Reminder 1: 
The more object colours are mixed together, 
the darker the new mixture gets (subtractive 
colour mix). 
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Experiment 2:  Mixing light colours 
 
Materials:  

- screen 
- 3 coloured light beams in:  

blue, red, green 
 

What you have to do: 
Take two coloured light beams and shine them onto the screen.  
Then mix the luminous colours. 
„What can you observe? “ 
 
Take two other colours and also mix those. Try all colour combinations! 
 
Hold the coloured light beamers in a way that all the colours meet.  
What can you observe? 
 
Formulate a rule.  
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Solution:  Experiment 2:  Mixing light colours  
 
Þ blue + red light produces magenta. 
Þ red + green light produces yellow. 
Þ green + blue light produces cyan 

 
 
When you bring the three primary colours 
red, green and blue together the 
result is nearly white.  
 
You add more and more light, that’s why it’s also called an additive colour mixture. 
 

  

 
 

Rule 2: 
The more light colours are mixed together, the brighter the 
result is. (additive colour mixture). 
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Experiment 3a:  
Changing of the colour effect through coloured films 
 
Materials:  

- shoebox, lid with cutout  
- coloured plastic /  

films in multiple colours to put onto the shoebox 
- lightsource 
- toy fruits  

 
 
 
 
What you have to do: 
Take a good look at the lemon. Then put it in the box.  
Look at the lemon through the yellow, red, blue and green plastic films.  
What can you observe? 
Repeat the experiment with the red pepper and the blue plum. 
„Formulate your observations.“   
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Solution: Experiment 3a: 
Change of the colour effect through coloured plastic films 
 

  
Rule 3: 
If we look at an object through a coloured screen then there are 
three possibilities: 

• The colour stays the same or seems more intensive  
(red object underneath red foil) 

• The colour changes  
(yellow object underneath red foil) 

• No colour is visible, the object seems nearly black   
(red object underneath blue foil) 
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Experiment 3b:  Disk game 
 
Materials: 

- Red, yellow, green and blue disks in a box  
- glasses with red, green and blue foil 

 
What you have to do: 
Work in groups of four.  
3 students put on different coloured glasses,  
the fourth student picks the  
colour the others have to look for. 
The fourth student also gives the signal  
to start and stop the game. 
“Try to pick as many disks of the chosen colour  
as possible.” 
After the stop signal the glasses are taken off. 
Everybody counts his right coloured disks. 
Who won? And why?  
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Solution:  Experiment 3b:  Disk game 
 
There are also three possible outcomes to the disk game: 
 

• The colour stays the same or seems even more intensive  
(red object underneath red foil) 

• The colour changes   
(yellow object underneath red foil) 

• No colour is recognizable, it seems nearly black  
(red object underneath blue foil) 

 
Through the combination of the colour of the glasses and the colour of the disks seem 
many disks seem very dark. Because of this it can be difficult to select certain colours.  
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Experiment 3c:  Secret language 
 
Materials:  
- empty (white) paper strips 
- prepared paper strips with secret messages  

(secret language)  
- coloured pencils 
- red, green and blue coloured glasses 

 

What you have to do: 
Take the prepared paper strip and look at it  
through the different glasses.  
Which glasses can you read the secret message with?  
Why is that? 
Now it’s your turn: 
Write a message in green colour. “Hide” the message with red colour so it is not visible 
anymore. Put red foil on top of the paper. 
Can you also decode the message with other colours?   
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Solution:  Experiment 3c:  Secret language  
 
Through the red foil the red dots that were drawn over the message disappear. 
The green message seems nearly black and is readable again. 
 
If the colour of the pencil is similar to the colour of the foil, then the written message is 
barely readable or disappears. 
 
See the solutions of cards 3a and 3b.  
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Experiment 4a:  Rainbow 
 
Materials: glass filled with water,  

flashlight,  
white sheet of paper 

 
 
 
What you have to do: 
Put the glass of water on the table.  
Put the paper on the floor in front of the table.  
Shine the flashlight onto the surface of the water in the glass. Move the beam of light 
up and down until you can see something on the paper.  
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Solution:  Experiment 4a:  Rainbow  
 
The white light (flashlight /sunlight) is composed of many colours. To be able to see the 
colours we have to break the light for example through a drop of water (breaking means that 
the light changes direction).  
The blue light rays are broken more strongly than the green or the yellow ones, the red rays 
are broken the least strongly. That’s why you can see the colours next to each other now. 
 
 
 
 
  

Rule 4: 
If white light (sunlight) is broken the individual 
colours become visible. In the rainbow we can 
see 6 (or 7) colours: 
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, (+indigo), 
violet.    
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Experiment 4b:  Glasses with spectral foil 
 
Materials:  

- glasses with spectral foil 
- light source (lamp, sunlight, ...) 

 
 
 
 
What you have to do: 
 
Look into the light with the glasses.  
What can you observe?  
How many colours can you see? 
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Solution:  Experiment 4b:  Glasses with spectral foil  
 
The white light (e.g. sunlight) is composed of many single colours (red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue and violet). Through the spectral foil the light 
is broken and the single colours become visible.  
Comparable to rule no. 4 
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Experiment 4c:  Soap bubbles 
 
Materials:  

- tray,  
- soap bubble solution,  
- straw 

 
 
 
What you have to do: 
Put a little bit of soap bubble solution on  
the tray so that everything is covered thinly.  
Now put the straw in the tray and blow  
carefully. Look at the soap bubbles closely. 
What can you observe?  
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Solution:  Experiment 4c:  Soap bubbles  
 
The white light (e.g. sunlight) is composed of many single colours  
(red, orange, yellow, blue, violet). 
The light is broken through the soap bubbles and the individual colours 
become visible. 
 
  

 

Recipe for soap bubble solution: 
 

- 600 gr water 
- 150 gr dishwashing detergent with 
glycerine 
-   60 gr brown sugar 
 

Let it sit overnight. Put it into small bowls 
on the table. Only dip the straws into the 
liquid. Don’t stir it or blow into it.  
 

Recipe from:  
Federico Andreoletti, Italy 
(Science on Stage, 2017) 
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Experiment 5:  Spinning top 
 
Materials: 
- template for copying in red, green and blue 
- CD 
- scissors and glue 
- thick pen 
 
 
 

 
Spin the finished spinning top very fast.  
What can you observe?  

è Build a spinning top from the instructions on the worksheet. 
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Solution:  Experiment 5:  Spinning top 
 
Addition – Rule 5: 
Through the fast spinning movement the human eye is not able to 
separate the individual colours. 
The colours combine to form (nearly) white. 
 
Addition: 
The “cones” on the retina of the eye are responsible for the perceiving colour. There 
are three types of cones for the three primary colours red, blue and green. Because all 
the primary colours are on the spinning top all three types of cones are activated. 
That´s why the impression of the colour seems nearly white. This is called additive 
colour mixture.    
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Instructions for building a spinning top  
 
You need:  

- templates for coyping in red, green and blue 
- CD 
- scissors and glue 
- thick pen (see picture below) 

 
What you have to do: 

1. Draw a circle in red, green or blue  
and cut it out. 
 
 
 
2. Cut two circle segments each out of the 
other colours. 
 
 
 
Glue them onto the circle.  
Then glue the circle onto the CD. 
 
 

 
3. Put the thick pen with the cap through 
the hole in the CD. Your spinning top is 
finished.  
 
 
The best way to spin your spinning top is 
by taking it into both hands and rubbing 
them against each other, as if you were 
cold. 
 

 


